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Abstract ─ In this paper, a highly efficient distanceadaptive wireless power transfer system with automatic
impedance tuning control at variable distances is
proposed, and we compare the power transfer efficiency
of wireless power transfer system at different operating
conditions using the method of moments (MoM)
technique. By sensing a reflected power and controlling
impedance tuning networks, the proposed wireless
power transfer system achieves the high and stable
efficiency with regard to the variable operating distances.
According to adaptive impedance matching algorithms
under the minimum reflected power conditions, the
proposed system achieves an improved power transfer
efficiency of approximately maximum 160% within the
operating distance.

impedance tuning control at variable operating distances
is presented and by comparing the impedance matching
algorithms under different conditions, its optimal
performance is verified.

Index Terms ─ Distance-adaptive, Power Transfer
Efficiency (PTE), variable distances, Wireless Power
Transfer (WPT).

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless power transfer (WPT) technology transfers
electrical energy using electromagnetic waves without
electrical wires in various industries related to remote
energy transfer, μ-sensors, digital IT consumer devices,
and electric vehicles (EV) [1]. Due to the impedance
matching characteristic of WPT systems that use coupled
resonant antennas, WPT systems with different
operating distances, variable impedance loads, and
lateral misalignment between the transmitting and
receiving antennas result in a significant degradation in
power transfer efficiency (PTE) [2]–[4]. To achieve a
highly efficient WPT, it is necessary for the system to
be able to detect the location of the receiving device.
In addition, in order to improve PTE for any transfer
distance, adaptive frequency tracking was proposed, but
it is not practical due to frequency regulation [5]. In this
paper, a highly efficient WPT system with automatic
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Fig. 1. The simulated transmission coefficient (S21,
related to the PTE) between the transmitting and
receiving antennas with regard to the operating distance
(a), and the operating frequency (b).
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II. PROPOSED WPT SYSTEM
CONFIGURATIONS
The practical applications for the WPT with regard
to the different mutual couplings between the transmitting
and receiving antennas (i.e., variable operating distance
and misalignments) are near-field communication (NFC),
wireless charging pad, wireless electric vehicle charging,
and medical implant. Using a method of moments
(MoM) technique, the simulated transmission coefficient
(S21, related to the PTE) between the transmitting and
receiving antenna with regard to the operating distance
and the operating frequency in Fig. 1, respectively. The
maximum PTE is obtained at the matching distance, and
at other distances due to the impedance mismatching, the
PTE is drastically degraded at operating distance. For a
highly efficient WPT system, it is necessary to have a
distance-adaptive impedance variation characteristic. By
controlling an impedance tuning network, an impedance
matching characteristic is obtained, and the PTE can be
improved.
To improve the WPT efficiency with variable
distances, the distance-adaptive WPT system with
automatic impedance tuning control is proposed in Fig.
2. The proposed system consists of resonant antennas for
magnetic field generation, an impedance tuner (lumped
network), a reflectometer to measure the reflection
coefficient by detecting the reflected power, a matching
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algorithm for maximum PTE, and a signal source of
13.56 MHz (ISM band) with a Class-E power amplifier
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The overall system block diagram for the
proposed WPT system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To verify the PTE of the proposed WPT system
with regard to the operating distances, we designed
and implemented the proposed distance-adaptive WPT
system with automatic impedance matching networks in
Fig. 3. The simplified receiving device has a receiving
antenna and a rectifying circuit with load. To investigate
the power transfer link efficiency between the transmitting
and receiving antennas, the coil antennas are designed
and fabricated on an FR4 printed circuit board (PCB)
substrate with a dielectric constant of 4.4 and thickness
of 0.8 mm.

Table 1: The PTE comparison with regard to the operating conditions
Conditions
Voltage

(Dist: 3cm)
(V)
10.5
Initial (Ref.)

11.6
min

10.2
P0, max

15.4
PT, max


Pin
(mW)
163
149
1556
391

Pout
(mW)
110
135
104
237

Efficiency
(%)
68
90
7
61

Voltage
(V)
5.55
9.95
7.25
9.95

Pin
(mW)
133
204
1409
201

Pout
(mW)
31
99
53
99

Efficiency
(%)
23
48
4
49

Voltage
(V)
5.55
9.95
7.25
9.95

Pin
(mW)
133
204
1409
201

Pout
(mW)
31
99
53
99

Efficiency
(%)
23
48
4
49


Conditions
(Dist: 6cm)
Initial (Ref.)
min
P0, max
PT, max
Conditions
(Dist: 6cm)
Initial (Ref.)
min
P0, max
PT, max
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Fig. 3. The prototype of the proposed distance-adaptive
WPT system.
Table 1 shows the received DC voltage and overall
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IV. CONCLUSION
We propose a highly efficient wireless power
transfer system with automatic impedance tuning control
for practical applications with variable operating
distances. Under misalignment between the transmitting
and receiving antenna or any operating distance, the
proposed distance-adaptive WPT system achieves an
improved PTE of maximum 160% by minimizing the
reflection coefficient in the transmitting system. It can be
useful in wireless charging without the response of the
portable receiving device.
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